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FIRST STEPS: AN ENVIRONMENTAL SCANNING PROCESS FOR INFORMING DECISION-MAKING IN DIGITAL HUMANITIES
Cynthia M Elliott, University of Arizona Libraries

Peer ARL Institutions
All 15 peer ARL Universities reviewed have ongoing Digital Humanities activities such as:

• GIS analytics

• Manuscript studies

• Disciplinary resource collaborations

• Digital text, image, sound, video collections

• Author studies

• Multimedia historical narratives

Benchmarking Peer Libraries
• Librarians are digital humanities decision-makers at most peer institutions 

• Digital Humanities Centers of Excellence partner with campus departments including the library

• Library involvement in Digital Humanities symposiums/events

• Digital Humanities specifi c classroom space in library for faculty instruction

• Multimedia/Language Learning Lab - dedicated space in library

• Faculty/Grad Student space in library with sandbox for hardware/software

• Digital library & scholarly publishing project consulting and leadership through library

• University digital repositories managed through library

University of Arizona Digital Humanities Activities Snapshot
ON CAMPUS

• Confl uence Center established in 2010—incubator for interdisciplinary research and creative activities in the digital humanities, 
partners with Colleges of Humanities, Social and Behavioral Sciences and Fine Arts

• SISTA: School of Information: Science, Technology, Arts formed in 2010

• NEH grant awarded to the UA for Poetry Audio/Video Library development in 2010

• Poetry Center, Arizona State Museum, and Special Collections have digital collections

IN THE LIBRARY

• Active collection development in the areas of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences, keyword search for “digital humanities” found 750 
resources in catalog

• Humanities related materials hosted and included in campus and library repositories

• Dedicated research space for faculty/grad students in Main Library

• Library-wide teams dedicated to digital projects, instruction, collection development, journal publishing/hosting, data management, 
scholarly publishing resources

Analysis
• UA 5-Year 2011-2016 strategic plan does not include digital humanities as a strategic focus area

• Benchmarked digital humanities programs hold university political support as well as sustainable funding support

• New UA president may shift strategic direction, but is unknown at this time

• Confl uence Center and other UA digital humanities projects are in early stages of development

• 10 of the 14 benchmarked libraries partnered with departments for digital humanities efforts

• UA already provides digital project services but mostly for the sciences at this stage

• Sustainable funds are an ongoing challenge

Recommendations
• Continue to scan UA environment and provide short-term support for digital humanities projects on a small scale 

for departments for next few years

• Create opportunities for partnerships or consulting with faculty on digital project creation. Consider applying for grants to digitize 
small unique collections

• Build relationships with University leadership to help drive digital curation efforts and policy partnerships

• Decide on how much technological support to allocate for future digital humanities efforts

• Partner with other institutions to develop digital humanities projects

What is Digital Humanities?

“a nexus of fi elds within which scholars use computing technologies to 
investigate the kinds of questions that are traditional to the humanities, 
or, as is more true of my own work, who ask traditional kinds of 
humanities-oriented questions about computing technologies.” 
Kathleen Fitzpatrick, ProfHacker, The Chronicle of Higher Education, July 13, 2010 

Examples of Digital Humanities Projects

What does University of Arizona Libraries leadership need 
to know about Digital Humanities to inform strategic decision-making?

BACKGROUND
• Why does Digital Humanities matter 

to the library?

• What do we know/not know about digital 
humanities efforts on campus? 

• How does digital humanities take shape in 
peer institutions?

• How are libraries involved in this effort?

POLITICAL
• Institutional priorities at UA and across 

state and country

• New President

• Is digital humanities a strategic campus focus?

ECONOMICAL
• Funding, state & government spending

• How will campus fund and support this effort?

SOCIAL
• Student & faculty need, institutional 

adaptation, globalization

• Are students getting the multidisciplinary 
education they need to apply to changing 
global work environments?

• Would digital humanities help in this effort?

TECHNOLOGICAL
• Computing advances

• How can campus take advantage of 
new technologies to improve scholarly 
developments and collaboration?

OTHER—UNIVERSITIES
• Benchmark similar organizations

• What are other Universities doing 
in this area? 

• What is happening at the UA in 
digital humanities?

• Grants, Digitization efforts, College/Dept 
activities, Centers of Excellence

OTHER—LIBRARIES
• Benchmark similar organizations

• What are other libraries doing in this area?

• How are libraries supporting campus efforts 
in digital humanities?

• How is UA libraries supporting 
campus efforts?

• What is the library’s role?

WHY ARE WE INTERESTED IN 
DIGITAL HUMANITIES? 

The future of libraries is digital

• Digital Humanities provides a new approach to 
answering existing humanities research questions 
using computational analysis and data mining.

• Digital humanities is an opportunity for libraries to 
utilize skills and experience in developing digital 
projects that can scale to fi t a wide variety of 
campus digital projects. 

• Digital Humanities applies text-analytic techniques, 
GIS, commons-based peer collaboration, 
interactive gaming, and multimedia tools to 
traditional arts and humanities disciplines. 

• Library consortium deals help keep collection 
costs down and provide similar resources across 
universities, but how do we differentiate ourselves 
from other libraries?

• Digital Humanities creates scholarship that is 
more than just text and papers, but offers a rich 
multimedia experience. 

• Opportunity for our library to leverage expertise, 
help drive digital curation efforts on campus, 
and develop local collections unique to the 
University of Arizona

APPROACH WHAT WE LEARNED

Geographic Information System Mapping
http://www.open.ac.uk/Arts/hestia/herodotus/basic.html

Searchable Manuscript Studies
http://www.kb.nl/manuscripts/browse

Multimedia Author Text, Documents, Historical Research
http://marktwinproject.org

Digital Text , Images, Sound Project
http://www.elta-project.org/home.html

INTERNAL/EXTERNAL INPUTS

UA DIGITAL HUMANITIES ACTIVITIES

ANALYSIS

RECOMMENDATIONS

MAKE DECISIONS

Background
What is digital humanities?

Economical Factors

Interview UA librarians about 
ongoing humanities work

Create list of UA digital 
humanities projects

Create list of UA library 
humanities library projects

Identify unmet UA need 
for library digital 

humanities support

Identify gaps in support

Identify challenges 
and opportunities

Benchmark ARL 
Institutions

UA digital 
humanities 
snapshot

Interview UA librarians 
about ongoing work

Review UA 
department websites and news

Interview key UA faculty

Review non-campus 
digital humanities 

information resources

Benchmark ARL 
peer institutions

Technological factors

Other – Libraries

Political factors

Social factors

Other – Universities


